Whitepaper
Why Communications Service Providers
Should Extend Their Offer to Recording & Analytics

We record & analyze communications

Learn how service providers use recording and analytics
solutions to meet their customers’ needs for compliance, high
service quality, and optimized risk management. Read how
they can quickly react to rapidly growing market requirements.
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3 What to consider when choosing a partner
for a recording solution as a service
It is imperative to check the solution‘s feature set and the most
important services in combination with the solution offered by
the partner.

Legal
requirements
companies to record Omni-Channel

Why is compliance becoming more important these days?
Compliance regulations such as MiFID II, Dodd-Frank, MAR
and many others have been made necessary by the many
incidents in the financial market in the past decade. They
all have one goal: to strengthen the trust of investors in the
financial market and make it more transparent for investors
and regulators.
Compliance regulations impact all organizations and
trading venues providing financial instruments and
services
New regulations have an extensive impact on how businesses
will handle communication in the future.
• Recording electronic communications for investment
advice which lead or even could lead to a transaction.
• Documenting communications and storing recordings
(for at least five years) on a permanent medium in
a format which prevents the data from being edited,
changed or manipulated in any way.
• Some regulations stipulate the customers’ right to be
informed in advance that they are recorded and their
right to request a recording export.
Requirements for regulatory communications recording
will increase expotentially
• More process flows
• More business lines and regulated entities
• Higher penalties for non-compliance
• Increased security requirements
In addition, data protection regulations like GDPR must be
considered when implementing such a solution or service,
which increases the complexity even more.

2 How to tackle this challenge?
Today, an increasing number of companies, banks, and trading
firms choose a Cloud solution to tackle this challenge, as it will
dramatically speed up the process of being compliant in this
area instead of building up massive on-premise systems and
integrating them into the existing IT infrastructure.
X As a consequence, this is the perfect time for
communications service providers to consider
extending their portfolio by adding a compliance
recording solution.

It is vital to be aware that different regulations are not limited
to voice recording; depending on how the end customers
work and how their processes are, on-screen activities, video
calls, chat, and mobile devices have to be covered, too.
Security for highly sensitive data
As compliance recording is handling sensitive data (personal
as well as business data), security is key when building up
such a solution. It has to fulfill stringent data security standards,
common in the IT sector, such as secured connections
between all application components, secure access via the
frontends and an extensive user rights management to secure
that only authorized personnel has access.
In addition to general conditions, special feature sets within
the application should be at the focus of a service provider as
they will be the key differentiator between a pure logger and
a true compliance solution. A secure encryption method with
periodically changing keys should be a matter of cause. The
most sophisticated solutions encrypt data on a tenant basis,
where every tenant has its own encryption key store to ensure
that no one but the tenant himself can replay his data even if
someone has gained unauthorized access.
The possibility to use features like four-eye principle for
login or access to data completes a set of features which is
important to comply with both financial regulations as well as
data protection laws.
Cloud storage
The broad range of storage possibilities is a decisive factor
within compliance recording and has to fulfill different
requirements based on how customers work. Besides the
possibility to store data on a NAS or SAN architecture in the
data center, modern solutions offer the possibility to send the
data to a Cloud storage. One of the most common protocols
to mention is the S3 protocol, invented by Amazon, which
has meanwhile become a standard for many Cloud storage
providers. Most recent and sophisticated solutions are even
going one step further by offering the possibility to combine
Cloud with on-premise architectures. This could be done by
implementing a system on-premise which directly receives the
recorded information from the network or by simply offering a
tool for a secured download of recordings.

4 Solutions to address a wider range of
customers and markets
In addition to fulfilling the basic legal requirements, modern
compliance recording suites enable customers to benefit
from features and functionalities which in the past used to
require days and weeks for implementation and configuration
because of their sheer complexity when integrating them into
existing environments.
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Recording control: Complying with privacy demands
and implementing threat call recording

5 What service providers need to broaden
their portfolio

Recording control is a priority demand in areas where labor
unions and general data security rights have a high value.
Recording control is mainly used for privacy reasons, e. g. to
tag calls as private and exclude them from recording.
The second use case is detecting and tagging threat calls
which is especially important for companies which are in the
eye of the public. Users can tag an otherwise not recorded call
if they are threatened by the caller and thus force the system
to record the call from the beginning and to store it for further
investigation.

For service providers striving to expand their portfolio, not only
the feature set for the end user is important. The solution has
to support the service provider‘s business model and facilitate
the acquisition of new customers.

Analytics for fraud detection
Speech analytics including keyword and phrase spotting,
emotion detection, and comprehensive speech-to-text
conversion is the ideal tool to quickly detect trends, noncompliant calls, or fraud without checking all conversations
manually. This is done by simply defining categories and word
clouds complemented by a sophisticated search algorithm.
Reporting
Reporting capabilities for recording and communication
are vital to grant users a comprehensive overview of what
is happening in the different communication channels. It
allows creating reports on any information collected by the
communications recording system and thus visualizing the
results in a sophisticated way.
Quality management
Besides the pure compliance recording based on regulatory
demand, more and more companies and institutions also
focus on the quality of their service and communication –
even in the back office. So the demand for a structured
possibility to measure the quality of communication and
processes plays a major role in standing out from the crowd
of competitors. Without a quality management solution, the
process of taking samples of random calls and tasks manually
is tedious. As a result, state-of-the-art analytics technologies to
automate the process are just the next logical step. The goal is
to leverage knowledge and quality of the complete workforce
by identifying weaknesses and assigning dedicated training.
Analytics for automated quality management
Especially with technologies like keyword and phrase spotting,
emotion detection, and full speech-to-text conversion,
contact centers or other service providers find the ideal
tools for quickly detecting trends, identifying weak points in
communication or simply revealing and appeasing conflict
potential with customers without having to review each and
every conversation. Without these technologies, this challenge
would be like searching a needle in a haystack.

Scalability, availability and easy deployment
When deciding to set up an own service based on a Cloud
solution for compliance recording, the most important thing to
check is the solution‘s scalability and availability. It is vital that
the solution can grow as the scope of the business increases
without the need to rebuild the same setup again and again.
An intelligent architecture should be designed in a way that the
core system can be easily extended by adding new resources
for data handling and recording. When it comes to availability,
it is essential that all components can be set up redundantly –
especially in separated data centers.
Besides a flexible and intelligent architecture, another factor
which may tip the balance in your favor could be an easy
way of accommodating new customers; especially because
recording is – in most cases – only an add-on to other
communication services. The possibility to create tenants, new
resellers or customer leads, automated recording profiles with
an easy-to-use interface, step-by-step configuration wizards,
and sophisticated APIs makes manual action obsolete.
Hierarchy for resellers
Most service providers are using a multi-tier business network
which means that they are not selling directly to the end
customer but to resellers and integrators which then sell the
services for them. A Cloud recording solution for compliance
has to reflect this and offer the possibility to create a hierarchy
of resellers and tenants within the system, ensuring strict
separation and the possibility to add new tiers as required.
White labeling
The possibility to rebrand a solution by means of white
labelling is a prerequisite for most service providers to
seamlessly integrate the solution into a broader portfolio
without interrupting the user experience for their customers.
Even the most advanced solutions in the market can never
seamlessly fit into an existing environment. When looking for
a partner, it is thus crucial to find a solution which can be
adapted to your most important characteristics which make
your business so unique.
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6 Cloud will dominate the market

7 What is the business model about?

Business markets are undergoing transformational changes
and product cycles are becoming increasingly shorter. The
most important factor for customers will be the reduced
implementation time when getting a service from a Cloud
service provider within minutes which fulfills all the important
regulations they have to comply with.

Service provider will not ask: “Should I offer a Cloud recording
solution within my communication services portfolio?” but
“How should I offer such a solution?”
There are different options in the market to set up such a
Cloud-based recording solution. The two most common are:
taking a service from an existing service provider or obtaining
licenses on a per usage basis to build up or enhance your
own Cloud service. Both have their benefits. When taking a
complete service model, you only have to care about integration
resulting into a fast time-to-market. By building up your own
Cloud service or extending your portfolio with recording and
analytics from the Cloud, you can take advantage of flexible
licensing and expand your value chain.

Hybrid solutions
Cloud-based as well as on-demand services are a game
changer in every business sector. Although Cloud usage is on
the rise, customers in the compliance sector are still skeptical
to transition to Cloud services. In this case, hybrid solutions
are the ideal way to attract new customers. In these scenarios,
customers can smoothly integrate their existing solution into
the Cloud. They can combine existing recording solutions
by transferring recordings into a Cloud environment for the
secure storage of data or data import into their architecture.
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